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SPONSORED IN PART BY

2014 Hill Country Tour
Saturday, April 26, 2014
8:30am - 4:00pm
$65 per person (includes lunch)

It’s back! The 2014 Hill Country Tour makes its return this year in grand style.

We’ll head
out West (mostly) and enjoy great architecture, good friends, beautiful weather and terrific food. Join us as we
visit homes designed by well-loved AIA Austin Architects: David Webber, AIA of Webber Studios; Neel Morton,
AIA of Office of Architecture; Gary Furman, FAIA and Philip Keil, AIA of Furman + Keil Architects; Sinclair Black,
FAIA of Black and Vernooy Architects; and, Jay Corder, AIA. And in order to keep up our strength, we’ll stop
for a tasty lunch along the way!
Our guests will receive a map and a time-certain schedule and will make their way to the homes on the Tour.
We’ll even help facilitate carpooling if you like.
Don’t miss this favorite spring-time activity for architecture “groupies”! Remember that tickets are limited - so
purchase now!

Designed by David Webber, AIA
Webber + Studio, Architects
5,000 SF Cabin, 4,200 SF Barn and 1,000 SF Pavilion
This (not so West) compound was developed as a weekend
“playground” in the prairie lands outside of Austin. A barn for
motorcycles and tractors; a shade pavilion for volunteer activity
and for entertaining; a cabin for the family and a recreational
silo for a pool slide. The clients wanted a building built primarily
of stone to evoke the Texas rural architecture, and of wood to
provide richness and visual warmth.

Designed by Neel Morton, AIA
Office of Architecture
Wimberley, Texas
5,834 SF Home
Planned as a place for the extended family to gather, this home
is sited along the edge of a small bluff with 180 degrees of Texas
Hill Country Views. Generous outdoor spaces were designed to
complement the open plan of the interior.
Locally quarried stone, Massanranduba siding, stucco and metal
roofing provide for a long-lasting, low-maintenance exterior.

Designed by Furman + Keil Architects
Dripping Springs, Texas
3,170 SF Main House, 500 SF Guest House
Built on a modest budget for a family transplanted from
California, the house reflects the owner’s desire for a casual,
barefoot lifestyle.
Two sets of massive lift-and-slide doors on both sides of the
main living space effectively turn the house into a screened
porch when opened. The lower eaves extend fully to provide
protection from the harsh Texas sun.
The guest house and carport are organized around the
pool, which provides a central unifying element for the loose
compound.

Designed by Sinclair Black, FAIA
Black + Vernooy Architecture and Urban Design
Granite Shoals, Texas
2,000 SF Home (replacing the old, family “fish camp”!)
The clients for this project on Lake LBJ were looking to replace
a 40-year old existing structure with a more modern, lowmaintenance family retreat with durability as a high priority. As
such, the exterior material palette of corrugated metal siding,
Texas sandstone and stucco, aluminum clad windows and
a standing seam metal roof accomplishes this task, while also
giving the lakefront-façade a complex and rich variety.

Designed by Jay Corder, AIA
Jay Corder Architect
Spicewood, Texas
2,500 SF Home (Renovation/Addition)
Located on the Pedernales River, this home was designed as
a vacation home for a young family with children. The owners
requested a low maintenance shell with functional beauty to
enjoy their location on the river. The house is a blend of casual
living with honest materials and a contemporary aesthetic which
creates a beautiful, yet practical vacation home.

REGISTRATION IS VERY LIMITED
Purchase your ticket(s) online
www.aiaaustin.org
Transportation is on your own - maps will be provided.

